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Motivation: WEPMotivation
§ General relativity is a classical (non quantum) theory;

§ EEP violations may appear in some quantum theory

§ New quantum scalar and vector fields are allowed in some models
(Kaluza Klein ….)

§ These fields may mediate interactions violating the equivalence principle
M. Nieto and T. Goldman, Phys. Rep. 205, 5 221-281,(1992)

Einstein field: tensor graviton (Spin 2, “Newtonian”)

+ Gravi-vector (spin 1)

+ Gravi-scalar (spin 0)

Scalar: “charge” of particle equal to “charge of antiparticle” :        attractive force
Vector: “charge” of particle opposite to “charge of antiparticle”: repulsive/attractive force

Cancellation effects in matter experiment  if a ≈ b and v ≈ s

V = ‒ ― m₁m₂ ( 1∓ a e   + b e    )-r/vG -r/s∞
r

Phys. Rev. D 33 (2475) (1986)

Motivation for antigravity in General Relativity  G. Chardin, Hyperfine Interactions 109 (1997) 83

Discussion and experimental constraints             M, Nieto and T. Goldman, Phys. Rep. 205 (1991) 221



AEgIS: Antihydrogen Experiment: 
Gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy

Tests of gravity require very cold 
trapped H or a pulsed cold beam of H

_

Experimental goal: g measurement 
with 1% accuracy on antihydrogen 

(first direct measurement on antimatter)

a) production of a pulsed cold beam of 
antihydrogen (T~0.1K)

b) measurement of the beam deflection with a 
Moiré deflectometer

G ~ 100nV/m on p
_

–

_
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• Charge exchange reaction:

• Principle demonstrated by ATRAP  (Cs* → Ps* → H*)
[C. H. Storry et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 263401]

• Advantages:
– Large cross-section:
– Narrow and well-defined H n-state 
     distribution
– H production from p at rest
→  ultracold H

_

_

_

_

_

At  T(p) = 100mK,
n(Ps) = 35
⇒ v(H) ≈ 45 m/s
 T(H) ≈ 120mK

Works well at temperatures
from 0–10 K

_

_

→

_

Schematic:    i) antihydrogen formation

σ = a n4
0
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•Neutral atoms are not sensitive to static electric and magnetic fields
•Electric field gradients exert force on electric dipoles:

!

•Stark deceleration of hydrogen demonstrated
[E. Vliegen & F. Merkt, J. Phys. B 39 (2006) L241 - ETH Physical Chemistry]

⇒Rydberg atoms are very sensitive
to inhomogeneous electric fields

– n = 22,23,24
– Accelerations of up to  2×108 m/s2  achieved
– Hydrogen beam at  700 m/s  can be stopped 

in  5 µs  over only  1.8 mm

Schematic:     ii) beam formation
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• Classical counterpart of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer

– Decoherence effects reduced
– “Self-focusing” effect – beam collimation uncritical

• Replace the third grating and detector by position-sensitive detector

! ⇒   Transmission increases by ~ factor 3

• Has been successfully used for a gravity measurement
with ordinary matter,  σ(g)/g = 2×10-4

[M. K. Oberthaler et al., Phys. Rev. A 54 (1996) 3165]

Fringe phase and phase shift
identical to Mach-Zehnder
interferometer!

Schematic:     iii) trajectory measurement
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a=80 µm

x/a

20 cm

Moiré deflectometer: principle of operation

x

1)   No  gravity, very high statistics

(40 cm) (40 cm)
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x

Grating 
units

F

With gravity

Vh= 600 m/s
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Grating 
units

Vh= 600 m/s
Vh= 400 m/s

x
F

With gravity

slight shift (~10 μm )
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Vh= 600 m/s
Vh= 400 m/s

Grating 
units
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measure impact point to (≤10 μm )

solution 1: Si strip detectors (~10 μm ?)

solution 2: photographic emulsion (≤1 μm ?)
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Will this work? Yes! Nature Communications 5 (2014) 4538

http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2014/140728/ncomms5538/full/ncomms5538.html
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/2014/140728/ncomms5538/full/ncomms5538.html
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Layout of the zone

Antiproton trapping
in 5 T magnet



Layout of the zone

Positron accumulation
and transfer



Layout of the zone

Antihydrogen
(1 T magnet)



Layout of the zone

Trajectory measurement
(Moiré deflectometer)
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the Ps production region with the distances

of the target from the walls of the chamber and the detector

holders. The position of the PbWO4 scintillator used for SS-

PALS measurements is reported. In the present work the

”detector holder” on the bottom part of the figure was used

to make symmetric the chamber.

of the MCP (no Ps formation; background) and on the
target (Ps formation).

The laser setup is described in detail in Ref. [29]. The
first laser system was able to deliver 54 µJ pulses of ultra-
violet (UV) light to the experimental room-temperature
chamber, in a wavelength range 204 . . . 206 nm. The
wavelength was tuned by adjusting the temperature of
an optical parametric generator (OPG) crystal. The
pulse has a horizontal polarization (i.e. perpendicular
to the sample (see Fig. 1)), an asymmetric, nearly Gaus-
sian temporal profile with a FWHM of tUV ≈ 1.5 ns, a
Gaussian-like spectral profile with σlaser ≈ 2π × 48 GHz
and a slightly elliptical Gaussian spatial shape, with
FWHMvertical = 6 mm and FWHMhorizontal = 4 mm [43].
A second, intense infrared (IR) laser pulse at 1064 nm was
simultaneously delivered to the experimental chamber.
This horizontally-polarized pulse has an energy of 50 mJ
and a temporal FWHM of 10 ns. It was superimposed on
the 205 nm pulse both in time, with a precision of 1 ns
using an optical delay line, and in space, by increasing its
size so as to completely cover the excitation pulse area
(top-hat profile of 8 mm diameter). Both beams were
aligned on the target region by monitoring their position
with a CCD camera on a 1 inch Macor� screen placed in-
side the vacuum region, a few cm away from the target. A
mutual synchronization of positrons and laser pulses with
a time resolution of 2 ns and a jitter of less than 600 ps
was obtained by a custom field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) based synchronization device. The time delay
between the prompt positron annihilation peak and the
laser pulses was set to 16 ns (vertical arrow in Fig. 2).

FIG. 2. SSPALS spectra of background in light gray line, Ps

into vacuum with laser OFF in black and UV+IR lasers ON

(205.05 nm + 1064 nm) in dark gray. Each spectrum is the

average of 15 single shots. The arrow marks the time when

the laser is shot on the Ps cloud (16 ns after prompt peak).

The area between 50 ns and 250 ns from the prompt peak

(vertical dashed lines) was used to evaluate S for n = 3 (see

text).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fraction of excited o-Ps was measured by analyz-
ing the decrease in the annihilation rate in the SSPALS
spectra induced by populating the 33P state. Two meth-
ods can be used for this purpose: quenching in a mag-
netic field (i) or photoionization with the IR laser pulse
(ii). In the absence of a magnetic field, 33P states decay
radiatively to the 13S state in 10.5 ns. In presence of
a magnetic field (i) the 33P sub-states with m = 0,±1
(excluding 33P10) are mixed with the 31P sub-states [26],
and can decay toward the 11S state, subsequently anni-
hilating with a lifetime of 125 ps into two γ-rays. Oth-
erwise (ii), photoionization of the 33P state dissociates
the Ps and the free positrons are quickly accelerated to-
ward the last negative electrode of our set-up, where
they annihilate. Whichever technique is chosen, both
processes result in a decrease of the o-Ps population de-
caying into three γs. The fraction of excited o-Ps can
be evaluated by analyzing the decrease in the area below
the SSPALS spectra when quenching or photoionization
are applied. The fraction S of quenched or ionized o-Ps
atoms was evaluated from the areas foff and fon of the
SSPALS spectra, with UV laser (or UV+IR lasers) off
and on, between 50 ns and 250 ns from the prompt peak:
S=(foff − fon)/foff .

To predict the value of the external field required to
get the maximum magnetic quenching efficiency, we used
a simulation code which performs the numerical diago-
nalization of the full interaction Hamiltonian in arbitrary
electric and magnetic fields and calculates the generalized

Silica-based nano-porous target (SEM image)
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S. Mariazzi et al., Phys. Rev. B 81 235418 (2010)

Positronium formation:



Positronium laser excitation:

S. AGHION et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 94, 012507 (2016)

The wavelength of the IR pulse was measured at the begin-
ning of each set of 15 measurements, corresponding to one data
point. To do so, a 1-cm lithium niobate doubling crystal was
inserted in the laser line to send the second harmonic generated
into a commercial Thorlabs CCS175 spectrometer, having a
spectral range 500–1000 nm. In the range 1650–1720 nm,
the doubling crystal has an acceptance bandwidth of 2π×
800–1000 GHz, much broader than the bandwidth of the IR
pulse (σIR = 2π× 48–106 GHz, depending on the mutual
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) crystals alignment). The
phase-matching angle of the crystal was optimized for each
wavelength of the scan by maximizing the outgoing beam
intensity, in order to avoid systematic effects related to a
limited crystal acceptance angle. The CCS175 spectrometer
was used during the data taking with its original factory
calibrations. At the end of the measurement campaign, a
spectrum of a mercury lamp was acquired with high statistics,
using the same set of calibration coefficients. Five mercury
lines in the range 541–707 nm were clearly identified. Together
with the theoretical position of the first two YAG lines (531.91
and 1064.82 nm), these Hg peaks were used to fit a linear
model to the NIST reference values for mercury in air [48]. A
shift in the measured wavelengths in the range 532–1064 nm
versus the reference NIST lines of 1.14 ± 0.86 nm was
observed, while on the contrary the angular coefficient of
the spectrometer was found compatible with unity within the
statistical sensitivity. The statistical uncertainty for a single
measurement in this wavelength range was found to be very
close to the spectrometer specifications (0.57 nm measured
versus 0.6 nm declared by manufacturer), even if its resolution
of 6 px/mm would suggest a higher accuracy.

The IR laser spectrum is slightly asymmetric around the
peak wavelength, due to different phase-matching angles of
the OPA crystals. We corrected the data according to the
linear model obtained from the calibration and considered
the intensity-weighted average of the spectrum as central
wavelength. This choice is motivated by the narrow IR
laser bandwidth (σIR = 2π× 48–106 GHz) compared to the
observed kσv ≈ 2π× 470-GHz linewidth of the n = 3 state.
We expect the n = 15 level to be even more broadened than
the n = 3 one, due to the added contribution from the motional
Stark effect [49], almost negligible for low excited states.

Despite this significant broadening of the Rydberg lines,
we observed the n = 15 transition clearly isolated; for higher
states, different n manifolds start to overlap in a continuum
of energy levels [49]. This is shown in Fig. 7, which
reports experimental data together with a Gaussian fit of the
Rydberg n = 15 line. The resulting peak wavelength has been
determined to be 1710.0 ± 0.6 nm.

Contrary to the spectroscopic survey carried out in Ref. [8],
our experiment is performed in a 600-V/cm electric field. The
zero-field excitation line central value for n = 15 is expected to
be 1708.63 nm; hence our experimental data show a line shift
of around 1.4 nm towards higher wavelengths, about ten times
greater than the shift that can be evaluated by the presence of
quadratic Stark effects.

The reason underlying this notable line shift is under inves-
tigation; a first suggested interpretation involves a dynamical
feature provoking an uneven distribution of the exciting lines in
arbitrary external electric fields, due to uneven dipole strengths

FIG. 7. Scan of the S parameter as defined in the test vs the IR
wavelength in air in the range n = 15–18. The clearly identifiable
peak, associated to the transitions to n = 15, has been fitted with a
Gaussian. For n > 16, lines are no more clearly separated due to the
excessive broadening.

of the transitions, for our electric- and magnetic-field condi-
tions. This will be the topic of a future dedicated study [50].

IV. SUMMARY

In the present work, we have demonstrated the
laser excitation of Ps to the n = 3 state. The total
excitation+photoionization efficiency of ≈ 15% is mainly
limited by the ratio of the laser linewidth to the Doppler
broadening of the Ps line. Reduction of the o-Ps emission
velocity from the target is thus an obvious way to enhance
the excitation efficiency. An excitation to Rydberg levels using
3 3P as the intermediate state has also been shown, opening the
possibility for further studies involving n = 3 −→ Rydberg
transitions [49]. Hence, the production of Ps in the n = 3 level
opens the way to many intriguing research subjects, ranging
from the study and manipulation of long-lived exotic atoms to
the production of ultracold antimatter.
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the Ps production region with the distances of
the target from the walls of the chamber and the detector holders. The
position of the PbWO4 scintillator used for SSPALS measurements
is reported. In the present work the “detector holder” on the bottom
part of the figure was used to make the chamber symmetric.

The laser setup is described in detail in Ref. [29]. The first
laser system was able to deliver 54-µJ pulses of UV light to
the experimental room-temperature chamber, in a wavelength
range 204–206 nm. The wavelength was tuned by adjusting
the temperature of an optical parametric generator crystal.

FIG. 2. SSPALS spectra of background in light gray line, Ps into
vacuum with laser OFF in black and UV+IR lasers ON (205.05 +
1064 nm) in dark gray. Each spectrum is the average of 15 single
shots. The arrow marks the time when the laser is shot on the Ps
cloud (16 ns after prompt peak). The area between 50 and 250 ns
from the prompt peak (vertical dashed lines) was used to evaluate S
for n = 3 (see text).

The pulse has a horizontal polarization, i.e., perpendicular
to the sample (see Fig. 1); an asymmetric, nearly Gaussian
temporal profile with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of tUV ≈ 1.5 ns; a Gaussian-like spectral profile with σlaser ≈
2π × 48 GHz; and a slightly elliptical Gaussian spatial shape,
with FWHMvertical = 6 mm and FWHMhorizontal = 4 mm [43]. A
second, intense IR laser pulse at 1064 nm was simultaneously
delivered to the experimental chamber. This horizontally
polarized pulse has an energy of 50 mJ and a temporal FWHM
of 10 ns. It was superimposed on the 205-nm pulse both in
time, with a precision of 1 ns using an optical delay line, and
in space, by increasing its size so as to completely cover the
excitation pulse area (top-hat profile of 8-mm diameter). Both
beams were aligned on the target region by monitoring their
position with a CCD camera on a 1-in. Macor screen placed
inside the vacuum region, a few cm away from the target. A
mutual synchronization of positrons and laser pulses with a
time resolution of 2 ns and a jitter of less than 600 ps was
obtained by a custom field-programmable gate array based
synchronization device. The time delay between the prompt
positron annihilation peak and the laser pulses was set to 16 ns
(vertical arrow in Fig. 2).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fraction of excited o-Ps was measured by analyzing
the decrease in the annihilation rate in the SSPALS spectra
induced by populating the 3 3P state. Two methods can be
used for this purpose: (i) quenching in a magnetic field or
(ii) photoionization with the IR laser pulse. In the absence
of a magnetic field, 3 3P states decay radiatively to the 1 3S
state in 10.5 ns. In presence of a magnetic field, (i) the
3 3P substates with m = 0, ± 1 (excluding 3 3P10) are mixed
with the 3 1P substates [26], and can decay toward the 1 1S
state, subsequently annihilating with a lifetime of 125 ps
into two γ rays; otherwise, (ii) photoionization of the 3 3P
state dissociates the Ps and the free positrons are quickly
accelerated toward the last negative electrode of our setup,
where they annihilate. Whichever technique is chosen, both
processes result in a decrease of the o-Ps population decaying
into three γ s. The fraction of excited o-Ps can be evaluated by
analyzing the decrease in the area below the SSPALS spectra
when quenching or photoionization are applied. The fraction
S of quenched or ionized o-Ps atoms was evaluated from the
areas foff and fon of the SSPALS spectra, with UV laser (or
UV+IR lasers) off and on, between 50 and 250 ns from the
prompt peak: S = (foff − fon)/foff .

To predict the value of the external field required to get
the maximum magnetic quenching efficiency, we used a
simulation code which performs the numerical diagonaliza-
tion of the full interaction Hamiltonian in arbitrary electric
and magnetic fields and calculates the generalized Einstein
coefficients and sublevel lifetimes. These coefficients were
fed into a rate equation solver [26] to study the complex
excitation dynamics of Ps considered as an incoherent process
induced by the UV laser pulse at resonance, and assuming ideal
conditions (exact superposition of the UV laser bandwidth
on Ps Doppler linewidth, perfect temporal and geometrical
overlap). According to simulation results, we obtain the
maximum quenching efficiency of 17% on the n = 3 excitation

012507-3

S. AGHION et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 94, 012507 (2016)

FIG. 3. Simulated quenching efficiency vs axial magnetic field.
Inset: SSPALS spectra of Ps into vacuum with laser OFF in black and
UV laser ON (205.05 nm) in light gray measured at 250 Gauss. Each
spectrum is the average of 15 single shots. The vertical dashed lines
mark the area used to evaluate the S parameter (see text).

with a 0.025-T magnetic field in the sample region (Fig. 3).
The results were largely independent of the Ps velocity. Similar
simulations were performed to predict the total efficiency
of the excitation+ionization processes, in the case of the
superposition of the IR laser pulse, obtaining ∼93% with our
laser parameters.

We then set a 0.025-T magnetic field in the sample
region and measured the quenching efficiency following
the n = 3 excitation. The SSPALS spectra obtained in this
experiment are reported in the inset of Fig. 3 showing
a small reduction of o-Ps annihilations in the selected S
window when the UV laser is on. The maximum observed
reduction through quenching was S = 3.6 ± 1.2%. When
applying the IR pulse for photoionization, the decrease in o-Ps
annihilations becomes plainly visible in the SSPALS spectrum
of Fig. 2, corresponding to S = 15.5 ± 1.1%. The ratio of the
experimental to the theoretical efficiencies are 3.6/17 ≈ 0.21
and 15.5/93 ≈ 0.17, for quenching and ionization, respectively.
The two ratios are in reasonable agreement with each other,
indicating that our experimental efficiency is around 17–21%
of the maximum theoretical one. In our experimental setup,
the main limitations are due to the limited laser spectral width,
that does not cover the entire Doppler profile of Ps emitted
from a room-temperature target, and the limited geometrical
overlap of the laser spot on the Ps cloud (see below).

We scanned the UV wavelength using an Avantes AvaSpec-
3648-USB2 wavemeter (accuracy = ±0.02 nm). At each
wavelength, the mean S value and its standard deviation were
calculated for a sample of 15 shots (Fig. 4).

Fitting a Gaussian to the resulting points gives the central
value of the 3P excitation line at 205.05 ± 0.02 nm. The
value predicted by theory is 205.0474 nm [26]. The saturation
energies of both 1S-3P and 3P -ionization transitions have
been studied (see Fig. 5). The 1S-3P transition appears
only slightly saturated, while the 3P continuum is strongly
saturated, meaning that almost all of the n = 3 atoms are

FIG. 4. Linewidth of the 1 3S-3 3P Ps excitation obtained by
scanning the UV laser wavelength for constant IR wavelength. Each
point has been calculated by averaging 15 SSPALS spectra. Statistical
errors (on the y axis) and accuracy (on the x axis) are reported (see
text). The continuous line is a fit obtained with Eq. (3).

photoionized as soon as they are excited. Thus, the S value
found when photoionizing can directly be seen as the excitation
efficiency. From our data we conclude that ≈ 15% of the
overall positronium emitted in vacuum has been excited into
the n = 3 state, and subsequently photoionized.

To analyze these results, we used a simple three-level rate
equation model, which neglects spontaneous emission and
assumes that the laser pulses are constant over the pulse
time t . At strong IR intensities the n = 3 states are very
quickly photoionized. This leads to a probability for Ps(n = 3)
photoionization [44]:

p(t,r,v,δ) = 1 − e−γ t , (1)

where γ is the UV absorption rate. Our laser spectrum has
a linewidth σlaser much larger than the ionization rate and of
both the natural linewidth and the hyperfine splitting structure

FIG. 5. S parameter (as defined in the text) as a function of UV
energy (IR energy = 50 mJ) (a) and IR energy (UV energy = 54 µJ)
(b). Arrows mark the laser energies used for the measurements of
Fig. 4. The continuous lines are fits of the three-level rate equation
model (see text).
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Timeline:

2012: AEGIS assembly, tests with antiprotons

2013: no antiprotons! tests with electrons, positrons

2014: antiprotons are back (but only briefly!)! 
          Ps spectroscopy, tests with antiprotons, protons

2015: H production!? 

2016: H beam?! gravity measurement & H spectroscopy ???

2017: ELENA starts up: GBAR enters the game

(meanwhile, of course, ALPHA, ATRAP, ASACUSA are very active....)

_

_

_
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http://www.nature.com/ncomms/journal/v4/n4/full/ncomms2787.html

ALPHA
When the H trap is opened, do the atoms fall up or down?

_

T~ 0.5K:  v ~ 250 m/s

T~ 1 mK: v ~ 5 m/s

h ~ 500 m

h ~ 1 m

in 10 ms,  y = 0.5 mm

http://www.nature.com/ncomms/journal/v4/n4/full/ncomms2787.html
http://www.nature.com/ncomms/journal/v4/n4/full/ncomms2787.html
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Y. Sacquin – Irfu/SPP 7Séminaire SPhN – 7/01/2011
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Ultracold atoms

Precision requires “Ultra-cold” (~1 µK) Antihydrogen

P1: GAD

General Relativity and Gravitation (GERG) PP1066-gerg-477708 January 2, 2004 15:54 Style file version May 27, 2002
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Figure 1. Orders of magnitude relevant for gravitational experiments

with antihydrogen. The scale on the bottom gives the spread of vertical

velocities, 1 σ =
√
kT/m, which corresponds to the temperature axis

in the middle. The height kT/2mg to which antihydrogen atoms can

climb against gravity is shown on the upper scale.

Antihydrogen atoms in a magnetic trap can be cooled further using laser

radiationon the strong1S–2P transition [15–17]which is at 121.6 nmwavelength in

the vacuum-ultraviolet spectral region. Producing laser radiation in thiswavelength

range at Lyman-α is a considerable challenge. Using a pulsed Lyman-α source,

laser-cooling of ordinary hydrogen atoms in amagnetic trap has been demonstrated

down to temperatures of 8mK [29]. Recently we have build the first continuous

laser source for Lyman-α radiation which might eventually improve laser-cooling

of trapped antihydrogen atoms [30, 31]. Nevertheless, there are limits for laser

cooling, one of which is due to the finite selectivity of the cooling force in velocity

space. This “Doppler limit,” kBTDoppler = h̄γ /2, is related to the natural linewidth,

γ = 2π · 99.5MHz, of the transition. For antihydrogen, TDoppler = 2.4mK. The

other limit is due to the photon recoil, kBTrecoil = h̄2k2/m, where k = 2π/λ. Laser

cooling of antihydrogen is thus eventually limited to Trecoil = 1.3mK [15]. Note

that these limits are fairly high, compared to those for other (alkali) atoms which

are common for laser cooling. This is due to three reasons. First hydrogen is a

very light atom, second the cooling transition is at a rather short wavelength and

third the cooling transition is rather strong, i.e. it has a large natural linewidth.

Nevertheless, laser-cooling of antihydrogen will certainly help a lot, in particular

for CPT tests. But for experiments in antimatter gravity the corresponding vertical

heights in the range of meters might still be somewhat too large to be practical.

_
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Fig. 1 (Color online.) Energy
level diagram of the negative
osmium ion. The red arrow
indicates the relevant
transition for laser cooling

valence electron [19]. Classically, negative ions should not exist, as it is not ener-
getically favorable for a negatively charged electron to attach itself to a neutral core.
Nevertheless, most elements form negative ions. They are created by polarization
of the neutral atom and are stable due to quantum-mechanical correlation effects.
Their binding energy, the energy gained when all Z + 1 electrons adjust their
wavefunctions in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle and electrostatic
repulsion, is typically about an order of magnitude smaller than the binding energies
of atoms or positive ions. The potential is both shallow and short-ranged; therefore,
only a limited number of bound states (if any) exists.

The number of negative ions which form bound excited states is even smaller [20].
Most of these states are sub-levels of the same configuration and hence have the
same parity as the ground state. Due to the well-known selection rules, electric-
dipole transitions cannot occur between same-parity states. Such transitions are,
however, of particular interest for spectroscopic investigations. Moreover, they could
in principle be used to laser-cool the negative ion. Opposite-parity bound states
have been predicted for the anions of a number of elements. While some of these
candidates have not yet been investigated experimentally, the existence of such states
in lanthanum and cesium has already been ruled out [21, 22].

Recently, a comparatively strong resonant transition just below the photode-
tachment threshold was discovered in the negative osmium ion and investigated by
infrared laser photodetachment spectroscopy [23]. In this study of Os−, the transition
frequency (wavelength λ ≈ 1162.7 nm) was determined with an uncertainty of
≈ 5 GHz. It was found that the bound excited state is very weakly bound (binding
energy ≈ 11.5 meV) and that its Einstein coefficient is A ≈ 104. Figure 1 shows
the resulting energy level diagram, taking into account theoretical calculations on
the ground state configuration [24]. The narrow linewidth means that the Doppler
temperature achievable by laser cooling is TD ≈ 0.24 µK, four orders of magnitude
lower than that of (anti-)hydrogen when using the Lyman-α transition [25]. Based
on these experimental data, the aforementioned theoretical study [18] established
that the laser cooling of Os− should be technically feasible. Many aspects of the
technique, however, depend on the cross-section of the cooling transition as well
as the configuration of the bound state, necessitating a more detailed spectroscopic
investigation of Os−.
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Fig. 3 (Color online.)
Blue-shifted resonance
frequencies as a function
of the ion beam energy [28].
The solid line is the result
of the fit for the Doppler shift,
its extrapolation to zero beam
energy is shown in the inset.
The lower pane shows the
residuals of the fit

Previous investigations of excited states in negative ions have relied on photode-
tachment by absorption of an additional photon into the excited state. In our setup,
ions which have been excited to the Je state in the interaction region are neutralized
by the strong electric field in the ionizer. Of course, photodetachment nevertheless
occurs and contributes to the total neutralization rate. All neutral atoms are detected
by the MCP placed in the forward direction. A typical excitation resonance is shown
in Fig. 2b, along with the corresponding resonance obtained without the ionizing
potential. The difference in signal intensities illustrates the dramatic enhancement
due to the field detachment. The width of the (mainly Gaussian) resonance,
!res ≈ 45 MHz, is dominated by the Doppler width; its slight asymmetry is due to
a corresponding asymmetry in the velocity distribution of the ions.

In collinear laser spectroscopy, the measured transition frequency is blue-shifted
because of the Doppler effect. While the transition frequency in the ion’s rest frame
can be deduced from a single measurement at a well-known ion beam energy, a
more precise value is obtained by performing a number of measurements at different
beam energies and fitting the data points to the well-known function for the Doppler
shift. Furthermore, a possible systematic shift in the beam energy can be accounted
for by including it as a parameter of the fit. The result of these measurements
and the corresponding fit are shown in Fig. 3 [28]. From the fit, a transition
frequency of ν0 = 257.831190(35) THz was obtained, corresponding to a wavelength
of 1162.74706(16) nm. This is in good agreement with the prior measurement [23], but
more than two orders of magnitude more precise. The fit yielded an average beam
energy error of 0.4(5) eV. To our knowledge, this transition frequency measurement
constitutes the most precise determination of any feature in an atomic anion.

The resonant cross-section can be determined by considering the time evolution
of the ground and excited state populations in the beam as well as the number of
neutralized atoms. A set of three differential rate equations for these populations in
the region of overlapping beams can be solved analytically [29]. The total number
of neutralized particles is obtained by numerically integrating the expressions for
the number of excited and detached ions over time and the radial extent of the
overlapping beams. Assuming constant overlap of the ion and laser beam, it is only

very weak cooling  
→ best to start at ~ 4K and cool
   to Doppler limit (                 )

Fischer et al, PRL 104 (2010) 073004 
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in laser-cooling molecular ions have been described in [29].
For direct laser cooling of neutral diatomic molecules, a
key ingredient is a good branching ratio, i.e., Franck-
Condon factor (FC factor), between vibrational levels
[SrF, YO, CaF all have more than a 98% branching ratio
on the A2Π1=2ðv0 ¼ 0; J0 ¼ 1=2Þ ← X2Σðv00 ¼ 0; N00 ¼ 1Þ
transition]. Even with these considerations, the choice of
the most suitable candidate is not obvious and is a
compromise between using fast electronic transitions and
choosing extremely good FC factors. Indeed, molecules
with good FC factors can be found for weak dipole-valence
bound transitions or for anionic molecules with 6 or 12
outermost electrons but with forbidden dipole transitions.
FC factors greater than 70% can be found in systems with
8, 14, or higher numbers of outermost electrons or in
molecules which include Li or Al atoms [30,31].
Unfortunately the corresponding transitions are often in
the deep infrared region. The best compromise seems to
be the systems with nine outermost electrons having
Xðσ1π4Þ2Σþ

ðgÞ, Aðσ2π3Þ2ΠðuÞ, Bðσ2π4Þ2Σþ
ðuÞ levels. A list

of such systems is given in Table I.
Clearly the most studied system is C2

−, with a per-
fectly known spectrum. C2

− exhibits a B2Σðv0 ¼ 0Þ ↔
X2Σðv00 ¼ 0Þ system and a A2Π1=2ðv0¼0Þ↔X2Σðv00¼0Þ
system with 72% and 96% branching ratio, respectively.
Besides, this anion has the notable advantage of not
presenting any hyperfine structure. As a potential further
benefit of this system, we mention that through laser
photodetachment of cold C2

−, we could produce cold C2

molecules, important in combustion physics and astrophys-
ics. Even if more studies on laser cooling are needed, C2

looks like a suitable candidate to be further laser cooled
near 240 nm on the 0-0 Mulliken band (d1Σþ

u ← X1Σþ
g ),

which has an extremely favorable branching ratio of
99.7% [32].
We will therefore concentrate on C2

− as a benchmark to
study laser cooling of anionic molecules. Note, however, that
several other molecules, such as BN− or AlN−, may be used
as well. They offer very similar structure probabilities with

better FC factors (higher than 98%) but with a B2Σ → A2Π
decay channel that is absent in the homonuclear case of C2

−.
Contrary to C2

−, heteronuclear molecules present a closed
rotational level scheme. However, further spectroscopic
studies are clearly required for such systems, as well as
for other promising ones, such as metal-oxide systems
(FeO−, NiO−) or hydride ones (CoH−).
In order to study laser cooling of C2

− we have performed
three types of simulations. The first one is “standard” laser
cooling in the gas phase (thus with no strong external fields
present); the second one is laser cooling in a Paul trap; and
the last one is Sisyphus cooling of trapped ions in a Penning
trap. The simulations are performed with the C++ code
described in [28], which now also includes full N-body
space charge effects [33]; the Lorentz force is solved by
using Boris-Buneman integration algorithms [34,35].
Briefly, a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm gives the exact
time of events (absorption or emission of light) when
solving the rate equations to study laser excitation of the
molecules under the effect of Coulomb, light scattering,
dipolar, Stark, and Zeeman forces. The C2

− energy levels
and required laser transitions are shown in Fig. 1(a).
The lifetime of the B state is 75 ns [37,38] and wave-

lengths from its first vibrational level to the X state
vibrational levels are 541, 598, 667, 753, 863, 1007,
1206 nm with a corresponding transition strength proba-
bility of 72, 23, 5, 0.8, 0.1, 2 × 10−4, 3 × 10−5, 4 × 10−6

FIG. 1 (color online). C2
− level structure and laser cooling

transitions. (a) Electronic and vibrational levels including the
photodetachment threshold of neutral C2ð1Σþ

g ; 3ΠuÞ, from [36].
The widths of the arrows are proportional to the transition
strengths given by the FC. The green dotted line indicates that
photodetachment can occur from the B state due to a second
photon absorption. (b) Detail of the Sisyphus cooling principle
with a zoom on the X ↔ A energies: ∣X1i ¼ Xðv00 ¼ 0; N00 ¼ 0Þ
and ∣X2i¼Xðv00 ¼ 0;N00 ¼ 2Þ, ∣Ai¼Aðv0 ¼ 0;N0 ¼ 1;J0 ¼ 1=2Þ.
A Penning-like trap is presented in the upper part. A magnetic
gradient field creates the Sisyphus potential hill. The correspond-
ing Zeeman effect on the C2

− internal level states is plotted in the
lower part. Laser excitations and spontaneous decays are,
respectively, illustrated with red solid line and red dashed line.

TABLE I. Diatomic anions with nine outermost electrons, listed
in terms of groups of atoms. A more complete table with all
diatomic molecules, and references, is given in the Supplemental
Material [27]. They are isoelectronic to the neutral molecules
CN and SrF with the same X2Σþ A2Π B2Σþ electronic structure
with sometimes stable quartet excited states.

Group Example

I–VII LiF− LiCl− NaF− NaCl− MnH−ðX6ΔÞ
II–VI ZnO− BeO− MgO− ZnF−

III–V BP− AlN− AlP− AlAs− GaP− InP− GaAs−

BN− GaN−

IV–IV C2
− Si−2 CSi− (B unstable) Sn2− Pb2− SnPb−

(X2Π)

PRL 114, 213001 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
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gradient field creates the Sisyphus potential hill. The correspond-
ing Zeeman effect on the C2

− internal level states is plotted in the
lower part. Laser excitations and spontaneous decays are,
respectively, illustrated with red solid line and red dashed line.

TABLE I. Diatomic anions with nine outermost electrons, listed
in terms of groups of atoms. A more complete table with all
diatomic molecules, and references, is given in the Supplemental
Material [27]. They are isoelectronic to the neutral molecules
CN and SrF with the same X2Σþ A2Π B2Σþ electronic structure
with sometimes stable quartet excited states.

Group Example

I–VII LiF− LiCl− NaF− NaCl− MnH−ðX6ΔÞ
II–VI ZnO− BeO− MgO− ZnF−

III–V BP− AlN− AlP− AlAs− GaP− InP− GaAs−

BN− GaN−

IV–IV C2
− Si−2 CSi− (B unstable) Sn2− Pb2− SnPb−

(X2Π)

PRL 114, 213001 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
29 MAY 2015

213001-2

~ mK reachable, and offers a path towards μK
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Overview:

   1. Introduction and overview
   2. Antimatter at high energies (SppS, LEP, Fermilab)
   3. Meson spectroscopy (antimatter as QCD probe)

   4. Astroparticle physics and cosmology
   5. CP and CPT violation tests
   6. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: spectroscopy

   7. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: gravity
   8. Applications of antimatter
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Overview:

   1. Introduction and overview
   2. Antimatter at high energies (SppS, LEP, Fermilab)
   3. Meson spectroscopy (antimatter as QCD probe)

   4. Astroparticle physics and cosmology
   5. CP and CPT violation tests
   6. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: spectroscopy

   7. Precision tests with Antihydrogen: gravity
   8. Applications of antimatter

(aka: can it make me rich?)
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Applications:

   1. Positron emission tomography

   2. Radiotherapy

   3. Fuel

   4. Other ideas
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Antimatter (2) - Summer Students 2009
33

Applications of antimatter - PET

Insert e+ emitting isotopes (C-11, N-13, O-15, F-18) 

into physiologically relevant molecules (O2, glucose, 

enzymes) and inject into patient.

Reconstruct place of positron 
annihilation with crystal calorimeter
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Applications of antimatter - PET

Insert e+ emitting isotopes (C-11, N-13, O-15, F-18) 

into physiologically relevant molecules (O2, glucose, 

enzymes) and inject into patient.

Reconstruct place of positron 
annihilation with crystal calorimeter

(Lifetimes  ~ few to 100 minutes) 
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True
True

PET CT

etc…
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Data representation: sinograms

PET Image Reconstruction 11/6/07

Adam Alessio, aalessio@u.washington.edu 2

 5

Types of imaging systems

source

f(x,y,z) f(x,y,z)

Transmission (TX) Emission (EM)

… but same mathematics of tomography

 6

From photon detection to data in form of

Sinograms

511 keV

photon
detections

The number of events detected

along an (LOR) is proportional to

the integral of activity (i.e. FDG

concentration) along that line.

Patient FDG
distribution

s

!

!

point
source

sine wave traced out
by point source

!Sinogram" (all views)

Projection: 

collection of 
parallel LORs

(a single view)

single projection

0o

180o

s

s

 7

Sinogram Example

Sinogram

A
B

D

S

!
C

Source Objects

A

B

C

D

Scanner

P(s, !)

• The sinogram is p(s,!) organized as a 2D histogram -
Radon Transform of the object

 8

IV. Data Analysis
Order of corrections (common application):

Start with Raw Data:
Prompt Events = Trues + Randoms + Scatter
Delayed Events = Approximation of Randoms

1. Randoms correction (Yr = Prompt-Delayed)

2. Detection efficiency normalization

(Yn = Yr * Norm)

3. Deadtime (Yd = Yn * Dead)

4. Scatter (Ys = Yd - Scat)

5. Attenuation ( Ya = Ys * ACF) attenuation correction factors

6. Image Reconstruction
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S

!
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Source Objects

A

B

C

D

Scanner

P(s, !)

• The sinogram is p(s,!) organized as a 2D histogram -
Radon Transform of the object

 8

IV. Data Analysis
Order of corrections (common application):

Start with Raw Data:
Prompt Events = Trues + Randoms + Scatter
Delayed Events = Approximation of Randoms

1. Randoms correction (Yr = Prompt-Delayed)

2. Detection efficiency normalization

(Yn = Yr * Norm)

3. Deadtime (Yd = Yn * Dead)

4. Scatter (Ys = Yd - Scat)

5. Attenuation ( Ya = Ys * ACF) attenuation correction factors

6. Image Reconstruction

The number of events detected along a line is proportional to the integral of activity along that line

Intensity = 
Line integral through 
tracer distribution for 
a particular (s, phi)A

B

C

D
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?

• Filtered back-projection 

• Expectation maximization (iterative procedure)
fast, cheap, inaccurate

slow, expensive, accurate

http://research.nokia.com/files/tomoRGI.pdf

http://research.nokia.com/files/tomoRGI.pdf
http://research.nokia.com/files/tomoRGI.pdf
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33

Applications of antimatter - PET

Insert e+ emitting isotopes (C-11, N-13, O-15, F-18) 

into physiologically relevant molecules (O2, glucose, 

enzymes) and inject into patient.

Reconstruct place of positron 
annihilation with crystal calorimeter

Good for mapping metabolism, neurotransmitters 
and physiological changes

Serotonin

Serotonin receptors

Dopamine receptors

Glucose

Amyloid-binding molecules

Opioid receptors

Pharmacological tests
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Maximum Intensity Projection of a 18F-FDG whole body PET acquisition

brain

stomach
(abnormal)

bladder
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Maximum Intensity Projection of a 18F-FDG whole body PET acquisition

brain

stomach
(abnormal)

bladder

develop faster, more 
compact calorimeter

crystals, faster 
electronics, faster 

triggers, worry about 
deadtime,
pile-up...

CLIC, ILC detector 
developments!
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MRI PETCombined
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Antimatter (2) - Summer Students 2009
34

Tumour therapy 

Goal: destroy tumour without (too much) harm to healthy tissue

Gammas: exponential decay (peaks at beginning)
Charged particles: Bragg peak (Plateau/Peak better for high Z)
Antiprotons: like protons, but enhanced Bragg peak from annihilation

Radiotherapy
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• Irradiate sample tube with 
living cells suspended in gel.

• Slice sample tube in !1 mm
slices and determine survival
fraction for each slice.

! Repeat for varying (peak) doses.

!"#$#%"&'$()*'$+,",(-./0#1

Example: Protons at TRIUMF

!"#$"%&'()*'+,(,
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living cells suspended in gel.

• Slice sample tube in !1 mm
slices and determine survival
fraction for each slice.

! Repeat for varying (peak) doses.

!"#$#%"&'$()*'$+,",(-./0#1

Example: SOBP of Carbon Ions at GSI

!"#$"%&'()*'+,(,
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Fuel and energy

Antimatter in a trap 
(in the film Angels and Demons)

????
MOT!
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You are an antimatter factory

Your body produces antimatter:

The body of an 80 kg individual 
produces 180 positrons per hour! 
These come from the disintegration 
of potassium-40, a natural isotope 
which is absorbed by drinking water, 
eating (bananas!) and breathing.
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You are an antimatter factory

Your body produces antimatter:

The body of an 80 kg individual 
produces 180 positrons per hour! 
These come from the disintegration 
of potassium-40, a natural isotope 
which is absorbed by drinking water, 
eating (bananas!) and breathing.

maybe we can do better...
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Antimatter (1) - Summer Students 2009 38

20 kt TNT = 8.4 · 1013 J
0.5 g antimatter 
+ 0.5 g matter

Dan Brown is right: 
only 0.5 g antimatter makes an ‘anti-atomic bomb’

BUT:

0.5 g antimatter = 4.5 · 1013 J

Total energy needed (efficiency =10-9 ) : 4.5 · 1022 J

Electricity discount price CERN 
[1 kWh = 3.6 · 106 J = 0.1 !] 

Price ~ 1,000,000,000,000,000 !

Delivery time ~ 1 000 000 000 years

But what about antimatter bombs ?
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20 kt TNT = 8.4 · 1013 J
0.5 g antimatter 
+ 0.5 g matter

Dan Brown is right: 
only 0.5 g antimatter makes an ‘anti-atomic bomb’

BUT:

0.5 g antimatter = 4.5 · 1013 J

Total energy needed (efficiency =10-9 ) : 4.5 · 1022 J

Electricity discount price CERN 
[1 kWh = 3.6 · 106 J = 0.1 !] 

Price ~ 1,000,000,000,000,000 !
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But what about antimatter bombs ?
...but not a lot better:

CERN produces 3x10 p/cycle ~      p/yr7 _
10

15 _
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But what about antimatter bombs ?
...but not a lot better:

....so, can (rare, expensive and difficult-to-produce) antimatter be used for anything useful?

CERN produces 3x10 p/cycle ~      p/yr7 _
10

15 _



The usefulness of antimatter
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...it’s certainly an inspiration for the imagination of artists...



The artistic value of antimatter



Gold:
(50 kCHF/kg)

Antimatter (positrons):
(50 kCHF/GBq)

(1.5 GBq   Na source will produce about 
10  e ~ 10   g)

22

17 + -10

The monetary value of antimatter
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Two final questions:
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Two final questions:
- what does antimatter sound like?

Leaving Eden is the fourth album by the UK band Antimatter.

- what does antimatter look like?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antimatter_%28band%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antimatter_%28band%29

